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Supplementary Figures

Supplementary Figure S1: Forcing for CO2, CH4 and N2O in Immediate 1000 Gt CO2 net-zero budget scenarios.

Supplementary Figure S2: Global GDP from 2020-2030 in immediate net-zero budget scenarios, as well as for the NDC and
NPi scenarios. The dashed line denotes the respective 2020 model value used for the indexing. High agreement of baseline
GDP growth is due to harmonization to the SSP2 trajectory, and the partial equilibrium models IMAGE and POLES do not
consider GDP changes due to policy by design. GEM-E3 CGE model reports GDP in MER (market exchange rates) and thus
not included in the figure.
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Supplementary Figure S3: Investment shares (bars), and share of non-fossil investment (lines) for all 1000 Gt net-zero budget
scenarios. Estimated average yearly investment numbers for 2015-2020 from IEA (IEA 2020a).
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Supplementary Figure S4: Average yearly total energy investments (a) and its three major components (c-d), in immediate
net-zero budget scenarios, as well as for the NDC and NPi scenarios. The dashed line in each panel denotes the respective
historical 2015-2019 average value (IEA 2020a). The point shapes represent IEA scenario data from WEO2020 (for the time
steps indicated in the legend) for available scenarios / types

Supplementary Figure S5: Average yearly investments into those low-carbon power generation technologies summarized as
“Other low-carbon” in Figure 4e) of the main paper, in immediate net-zero budget scenarios, as well as for the NDC and NPi
scenarios. The dashed line in each panel denotes the respective 2015-2019 average value (IEA 2020a). The point shapes
represent IEA scenario data from WEO2020 (for the time steps indicated in the legend) for available scenarios / types.
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Supplementary Figure S6: Relationship between required electricity storage investments and share of variable renewable
energy (VRE) in power generation in 2030. Only solar and wind are considered as VRE in this study. The black line represents
the relationship between the two variables, derived from modelling (model-internal) results, and was used to estimate
investment requirements for non-reporting models (in legend as post-processed)

Supplementary Figure S7: Relationships between required transmission and distribution investments and a) electricity
demand, and b) share of variable renewable energy (VRE) in power generation. Solar and wind are considered as VRE in this
study.
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Supplementary Figure S8: Relationship between required hydrogen investments and hydrogen use.

Supplementary Figure S9: Capital cost assumptions for different low-carbon power generation technologies (solar
photovoltaics, wind onshore, nuclear, concentrated solar power, and wind offshore). For IMAGE and MESSAGEix, the shown
values are calculated by dividing the total investments into solar and wind by respective capacity additions; for other models
the reported global weighted average is used.
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Supplementary Figure S10: Electricity generation mixes in 1000 Gt CO2 peak budget scenarios from 2005-2030 (upper row),
primary energy mixes (using direct equivalent accounting method) from 2005-2070 (middle row), and final energy mixes
from 2005-2070 (lower row).

Supplementary Figure S11: Fuel expenditure in immediate net-zero budget scenarios, as well as the NDC and NPi scenarios.
The total is calculated with harmonized oil price assumptions (linearly varied from 40$/bbl in the 500 Gt scenario to 66$/bbl
in the 3000 Gt scenarios). The oil prices reported by models vary a lot across models for a given scenario, but in most models
are not very responsive to policy. The total includes coal expenditures, which are less than 800 bn US$/yr.
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Supplementary Figure S12: Average yearly investments into various fossil power generation technologies, in immediate netzero budget scenarios, as well as for the NDC and NPi scenarios.

Supplementary Figure S13: Yearly power sector investments by energy technology category, in immediate net-zero budget
scenarios, as well as for the NDC and NPi scenarios. Other Low-Carbon includes nuclear, biomass, and hydro, plus
geothermal and ocean energy for those models that include these options. The black squares show results for the sensitivity
scenarios, indicating the impact of lower GDP growth assumption as a potential impact of the COVID-19 pandemic.
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Supplementary Figure S14: Average yearly investment in fossil extraction (2025-2030, a), and 2030 fossil fuel demand for oil
(b), gas (c) and coal (d). Fossil fuel extraction investments are using the self-reported values for WITCH for oil, for which
historic numbers are consistent with the IEA numbers used for comparison here. For other models and coal and gas, a simple
estimation based on the average 2015-2019 investment intensity of primary energy use, and the observed fuel use in
scenarios is used, likely overestimating investments for scenarios with declining demand. The black squares show results for
the sensitivity scenarios, indicating the impact of lower GDP growth assumption as a potential impact of the COVID-19
pandemic.

Supplementary Figure S15: Average yearly capacity additions in the power sector (For all models except TIAM, (net
additions), they represent gross additions. The dashed black horizontal lines represent the 2020 values from IRENA (IRENA
2021).
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Supplementary Figure S16 Share of energy investments in total GDP (measured in market exchange rates, MER), for the NDC
scenario (straight lines) and the 600 Gt net-zero budget scenario (dashed lines), for those models that have projections for
both scenarios.

Supplementary Tables
Supplementary Table S1: Overview of use of post-processed vs. model-internal variables for different investment variables.
“PP” stands for “post-processed”, while “MI” stands for model-internal. All investment variables not listed here use only
model-internal values.
Variable

Approach

GEM-E3

IMAGE

MESSAGE

POLES

REMIND

Coal extraction

Intensity
*Extraction
Intensity
*Extraction
Intensity
*Extraction
Intensity
*Production
McCollum
et al. 2018
See below

PP

PP

PP

PP

PP

PP

PP

PP

PP

PP

Oil extraction
Gas extraction
Biofuels
Efficiency
Electricity
storage
Transmission
and Distribution
Hydrogen

WITCH

PP

TIAMECN
PP

PP

PP

PP

MI

PP

PP

PP

PP

PP

MI

PP

MI

PP

PP

PP

PP

PP

PP

PP

PP

PP

PP

PP

PP

MI

MI

MI

PP

MI

See below

PP

MI

MI

PP

MI

PP

MI

See below

PP

PP

MI

MI

MI

MI

MI
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PP

Supplementary Table S2: Average yearly regional investment needs across the 2025 and 2030 time steps in 1000 and 600 Gt
CO2 net-zero budget scenarios. The numbers denote medians across models, as well as the full range in parantesis.
1000 Gt CO2
scenario
Electricity Solar
Electricity Wind
Electricity Other lowcarbon
Electricity - T&D
and storage
Low-carbon
fuels
Efficiency

IEA
201520
116
96
83

250
242
213

global

Africa

China

Europe

India

Latin
America

Middle
East

North
America

Pacific
OECD

382
(269;495)
315
(275;507)
401
(265;600)

8
(3;23)
5
(2;29)
16
(3;26)

127
(40;260)
142
(85;185)
56
(50;106)

43
(31;50)
63
(19;85)
40
(9;109)

41
(22;76)
48
(16;104)
19
(11;53)

18 (10;33)

70 (43;87)

17 (10;38)

28
(10;46)
23 (1;40)

31 (12;35)

10 (5;46)

14
(9;19)
15
(13;23)
19
(13;40)

448
(309;979)
415
(344;630)
344 (343;423)

13
(5;54)
19
(0;28)

140
(87;320)
32
(15;815)

80
(65;151)
86
(57;181)

53
(27;178)
8 (1;26)

25 (20;90)

31 (6;84)

104
(97;164)

3 (1;9)

7
(0;18)
6
(3;10)
2 (0;5)

63 (0;86)

51 (6;66)

29 (1;35)

36 (22;46)

38 (21;63)

10 (4;22)

16 (14;16)

3 (2;60)

37
(21;56)
6 (0;11)

4 (1;12)

1 (0;1)

15 (13;28)

2 (1;3)

6
(3;19)
4
(0;20)
10
(3;19)

49
(20;148)
99 (5;238)

19 (6;32)

49 (20;58)

394
13
(293;698)
(5;44)
323
2 (0;6)
(281;391)
285 (264;371)

30 (14;37)

80 (21;87)

5 (0;8)

18
(0;23)
10
(8;22)
1 (0;3)

23 (12;41)

1 (0;1)

50
(23;102)
48
(45;65)
6 (1;8)

3 (2;3)

31
(6;54)
21
(15;26)
4 (0;8)

3 (3;6)

0 (0;1)

0 (0;1)

1 (1;2)

1 (1;2)

1 (1;3)

2 (1;2)

26
(18;55)
28 (6;63)

10 (3;28)

14 (5;26)

26 (15;68)

7 (0;13)

10 (0;16)

11 (5;27)

10 (1;14)

62 (12;84)

20
(11;55)

20 (7;67)

4 (1;35)

49 (7;99)

11
(1;14)
16
(5;34)

7 (1;11)

29 (6;97)

12
(4;42)
10
(3;53)
24
(6;44)

95
(71;252)
12 (2;448)

54
(18;121)
64
(2;152)

53
(26;127)
4 (1;14)

24 (18;72)

23 (8;53)
0 (0;1)

15
(2;24)
1 (0;8)

25 (14;27)

94 (3;149)

74
(38;115)
177
(1;233)

12
(3;23)
9
(2;23)
4 (0;7)

70 (19;92)

36 (4;64)

46 (24;63)
21 (19;33)

4 (0;41)

1 (0;19)

6 (0;67)

22
(8;25)
15
(8;20)
3 (0;12)

29 (14;62)

18 (6;62)

52
(25;129)
55
(26;73)
10 (3;21)

85
(62;108)
71 (60;96)

8 (0;40)

60
(44;70)
49
(27;64)
6 (0;22)

5 (4;13)

42
(17;57)
28
(11;55)
5 (1;38)

1 (1;3)

26 (17;44)

4 (1;6)

9 (4;13)

1 (0;2)

0 (0;1)

3 (1;8)

3 (1;4)

3 (1;4)

3 (2;5)

Gas extraction

224

Electricity Fossil
Coal extraction

115

407
(179;496)
262
(240;308)
51 (3;103)

76

24 (23;32)

Total

1803

3125 (2562;4164)

116

246
(105;307)
201
(63;297)
288
(121;552)

83

250
242
213

32 (20;66)

16
(4;54)
21
(4;82)
27
(7;46)

20
(14;29)
4 (2;8)

389

96

16 (2;22)

Other
Asia

93
(81;166)
222
(195;222)

Oil extraction

600 Gt CO2
scenario
Electricity Solar
Electricity Wind
Electricity Other lowcarbon
Electricity - T&D
and storage
Low-carbon
fuels
Efficiency

75
(42;117)
56 (9;74)

Ref.
Economie
s
17 (1;25)

Oil extraction

389

Gas extraction

224

Electricity Fossil
Coal extraction

115
76

508
(374;547)
377
(279;455)
76
(12;324)
53 (32;77)

Total

1803

2794 (2216;3222)

43 (16;74)

45 (2;59)

56 (53;81)

4 (3;6)

36 (27;47)

19 (4;34)

2 (1;2)

46 (31;58)

21
(6;142)
10
(6;66)

33
(6;109)
7 (4;62)

Model differences
The differences in model results reveal some interesting observations. The models that don’t report
investment needs for the additional storage requirements with higher VRE shares (IMAGE and TIAMECN) actually project the lowest VRE shares (Supplementary Figure S6), so the representation of
realistic constraints on integration (Pietzcker et al. 2017) is not a reason for strict limits of these
shares until 2050, and the model with the most conservative representation of investment
requirements for storage and grid expansion (Supplementary Figure S7), REMIND, reaches VRE share
of up to 50% in 2030.
The vetting of near-term realism of the power sector has taken a conservative approach, only
requiring 2020 generation numbers to be in line with most recent data, and not allowing for
unrealistic 2030 deployments for nuclear and CCS. The observed variation of upscaling in nuclear,
and biomass electricity (Supplementary Figure S5) therefore probably still is beyond the plausible
range for the most ambitious net-zero budget targets. Regarding scaling up of solar and wind, it is
noteworthy that the models that seem not to be able to scale up these options fast compared to
current investment volumes (IMAGE and TIAM-ECN) are also those not being able to meet more
ambitious net-zero budget targets.
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Models have varying assumptions regarding technology costs for different low-carbon technologies
(Supplementary Figure S9), so that the investments into different technologies (main Figure 4) do not
fully align to physical capacity additions (Supplementary Figure S15). The agreement on solar
investment requirements is higher than the agreement on capacity additions, because models with
lower technology costs report higher installations. Technology deployment is however not
determined by cost assumptions alone, but also depends on key assumptions on integration,
resource potentials and constraints on the scaling-up of deployment. A recent comprehensive
sensitivity study has shown that technology cost assumptions are less relevant for stronger
mitigation ambition levels (Giannousakis et al. 2021).
IMAGE is the only model that does not reach more than 50% reduction of power generation carbon
intensity reductions until 2030. This is due to a pessimistic representation of the interactions of
electricity pricing, must-run constraints for existing capacities, and energy efficiency. In the 2020-to2030 timeframe, the increasing carbon tax triggers efficiency measures in the different demand
sectors, resulting in a stagnation of the historically observed electricity demand increase. In IMAGE,
power supply follows demand, resulting in a stagnation of all power sector investments including
low-carbon options. New demand originates from early retirements of carbon intense generation
options, but due to inertias here, most of this new demand only occurs after 2030. Therefore,
investments into solar and wind in IMAGE are much lower than in other models, and also lower than
current levels. The limited decarbonization of power supply also implies that it takes longer in IMAGE
scenarios for power to be clean enough to allow for electrification as a major mitigation option in
end-use sectors. Given the recursive-dynamic modeling, this model thus illustrates how ambitious
mitigation targets are unattainable if investors are not anticipating the benefits of early investments
into low-carbon power technologies for decarbonization through electrification.
The model differences are strongest for investments into transmission and storage, reflecting the
rather large uncertainty about techno-economic parameters and optimal configuration of these
elements for decarbonized power systems (Sepulveda et al. 2021). Investment numbers in REMIND
are highest, which partly is due to the fast scale-up of variable renewables (solar and wind) in this
model, but also due to overall higher assumed investment requirements (see Supplementary Figures
S6 and S7).
Another noteworthy characteristic is WITCH: In this model, the scale up of both investments into
low-carbon power supply (Figure 3 in the main paper) and efficiency and low-carbon fuels
(Supplementary Figure S4) is continuously increasing with lower budget targets, while other models
foresee a more convex relationship. This illustrates the structural uncertainty about the trade-off
between demand reductions, efficiency improvements, and the rapid transformation of energy
systems.
The oil price modeling in most models is rather simplistic, in many cases using a function linking
prices to cumulative extraction, so that prices are monotonously rising, and thus not reacting much
to policy changes. The exception are WITCH and MESSAGE with more substantial reductions of oil
prices in low budget scenarios. Furthermore, absolute oil prices levels vary a lot across models,
which, given the calibration is not necessarily an issue for the demand projections from these
models, but means that the fuel expenditure data can be biased. Therefore, we use a plausible range
of oil prices with a linear dependency on policy ambition to analyse the effect on total fuel
expenditure in Supplementary Figure S11.
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Comparison to historic data
In our analysis, we compare the modeled scenario data with historic data from IEA (IEA 2020a;
2020b), BP (BP 2020) and BloombergNEF (BloombergNEF 2020), and with scenario data from the
World Energy Outlook 2020 from IEA (IEA 2020b).
We mainly use the investment numbers from Figure 3.17 of WEO 2020, and split renewables into
wind, solar and others using constant shares informed by the 2015-2019 averages reported by
BloombergNEF shares: Solar 44%, wind 36% and other renewables 20%.
Figure 3.13 of WEO 2020 indicates that in terms of capacity additions, solar PVs share will even
increase from 40% during 2010-2019, to around 55% in both SDS and NZE2050. Wind’s share remains
roughly constant at 30%, while that of other renewables declines from 28% to around 15%. Given
cheaper and faster declining capital-costs for PV, assuming constant shares in investment volume will
be roughly correct, though not 100% accurate.

Estimating investment data
Not all investment variables are represented and reported in all participating models in this study.
Furthermore, some investment categories also contain a high level of definitional ambiguity, e.g. the
exact extent to which extraction investment also consider costs for exploration, surveys, leases, etc.
differs both across models and for the reporting of these values by different institutions.
For these reasons, the present study makes use of a simple estimation to post-process some of the
investment variables analysed. Supplementary Table S1 details which models this applies to. Most of
the variables are estimated using a simple observed investment intensity (calculated by dividing
reported historic investments for 2015-2019 by the reported primary energy values for this period),
and multiplying this with scenario data on fuel use.
The estimation of energy efficiency investments uses the approach from McCollum et al. 2018, which
assumes that these investments scale both with the overall final energy demand reduction compared
to the current policy reference scenario, and with the supply investment intensity of final energy
demand in the policy scenario. For the estimation of investments into transmission and distribution,
electricity storage and hydrogen production, the relationship explained below are used.
Supplementary Figure S6 shows that the share of variable renewable energy (VRE, solar and wind) in
total power generation is a key determinant for investment requirements for those models that
explicitly model the storage requirements. For the two models without such explicit modeling, which
actually show vary low VRE shares, we estimate investment requirements using a function with third
power, passing through 150 bn US$/yr at 50%.
Supplementary Figure S7 shows that both total electricity demand and VRE share both can have an
impact on requirements for transmission and distribution investment requirements. Therefore, for
the model without explicit modeling, we estimate these requirements with two additive
components, one being linear in total final energy demand (with 4 bn US/yr per EJ), and another one
identical to the one used above for the electricity storage.
Supplementary Figure S8 shows that the near-term investment requirements rises more than linearly
with increasing hydrogen use in 2030, given the very low deployment levels today. For models
without explicit modeling of investment requirements, we therefore estimate these with a quadratic
function for the short term until 2030 (passing through 2 bn $ at 1 EJ), and with a linear relationship
assuming an investment intensity of 5 bn US$ /EJ after that.
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Model descriptions
GEM-E3 (E3Modelling, NTUA)
The General Equilibrium Model for Economy – Energy – Environment is a recursive, dynamic CGE
model designed to evaluate energy, climate and environmental policies through the interactions
between the economy, the environment, and energy systems. The model has a modular framework
to provide flexibility in assessing different policy and economic regimes. The model has detailed
sectoral and geographical coverage, with 51 products and 46 countries/regions (global coverage) and
it is calibrated to a wide range of datasets comprising of IO tables, financial accounting matrices,
institutional transactions, energy balances, GHG inventories, bilateral trade matrices, investment
matrices and household budget surveys. Regions are linked through endogenous bilateral trade flows
both for final and intermediate goods and services. Each regional economy is formed by a set of
representative firms and a representative household. Interactions between firms and households are
driven by prices as firms minimize production costs given prices while the representative household
maximizes its welfare under a budget constraint.
The main sources of income are labour and company ownership (both domestic and non-domestic).
Companies’ decisions on investments are driven by the rate of return on capital and its replacement
cost. Interest rates are adjusted so that aggregate savings and aggregate investment are balanced.
Technical progress is introduced via two factor learning curves—(1) research and development (R&D)
and (2) learning by doing. Supply and demand equilibrate in each sector and region via price
formulation through domestic and international flows of goods and services. The standard
representation of technologies in GEM-E3 uses nested constant elasticity of substitution (CES)
production functions that differentiate input from capital, labour and aggregates of materials
(intermediary goods) and energy. Energy and fuels (including hydrogen and synthetic fuels) are
inputs in the nested production functions, with different substitution elasticities at each level. The
amount of physical capital at the economy-wide level is considered as fixed within a period and
mobile across all sectors of a country/region.
Particular focus is placed on the representation of the energy system where specialized bottom-up
modules of the power generation, buildings and transport sectors have been developed. The
manufacturing of clean technologies is explicitly represented in the model allowing for a detailed
assessment of new market dynamics and other trade implications. Another distinctive feature of
GEM-E3 model is the representation of an imperfect labour market through involuntary
unemployment, simulated by an empirical labour supply equation that links through a negative
correlation, wages and unemployment. The model has a time horizon out to 2100 in 5-year time
steps as the default, although 1-year time steps can also be used.
Further information about this model can be found:



On the IAMC wiki: https://www.iamcdocumentation.eu/index.php/Model_Documentation__GEM-E3
On the GEM-E3 website: https://e3modelling.com/modelling-tools/gem-e3/

IMAGE (PBL)
IMAGE 3.0 is an integrated assessment model describing possible future changes in the human and
earth system and their interaction (Stehfest et al. 2014). The IMAGE model is documented in detail
on a dedicated website and in print (Stehfest et al. 2014). IMAGE is a simulation model which means
that changes in model variables are calculated based on the information from the previous timestep. To represent the human system, IMAGE includes a detailed description of the energy and landuse system. In terms of structure, IMAGE is a model framework, with some components linked
directly to each other via modeling code while others are connected through soft links (this means
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that models are run independently with information exchange via data files). Key linkages between
the human and earth system are emissions, land-use, climate feedbacks and policy responses. Socioeconomic parameters are described for 26 regions. The earth system describes changes in key
natural environment systems such as the carbon and hydrological cycle and climate. Most
environmental parameters are calculated at a geographical grid of 30 by 30 min or 5 by 5 min (the
difference scales depend on the submodel) (Stehfest et al. 2014).
The development of the driving forces such as population, economic development, lifestyle, policies
and technology change, are major assumptions going into the energy and agricultural economy
models of IMAGE (Woltjer and et al. 2014). The energy model consists of a system-dynamics
simulation model. In the energy system model, future energy systems are described in terms of
changes in energy demand, energy conversion and supply. Energy demand is calculated for five key
sectors, i.e. industry, transport, residential energy use, service sector and other energy use, based on
an assessment of energy service demand changes (mobility, production of materials, heating etc.).
Subsequently, this demand can be met by different energy carriers, with market shares determined
by changes in costs and preferences. The demand for final energy is supplied by primary energy
carriers using a detailed representation of the electricity system and supply models for the various
energy carriers. Again, the competition between the energy carriers is mostly based on relative costs
and preferences. The agro-economy model MAGNET is a computable general equilibrium (CGE)
model (Woltjer and et al. 2014) that is connected via a soft link to the core model of IMAGE.
MAGNET uses information from IMAGE on land availability and suitability and on changes in crop
yields due to climate change and agricultural expansion into heterogeneous land areas. The results
from MAGNET on production and endogenous yield (management factor) are used in IMAGE to
calculate spatially explicit land-use change, and the environmental impacts on carbon, nutrient and
water cycles, biodiversity, and climate.
Changes in energy, food and biofuel production are used in the earth-system to induce land-use
changes and emissions of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases. A key component of the earth
system is the LPJmL model (Bondeau et al. 2007; Müller et al. 2016). LPJmL describes the terrestrial
carbon cycle and vegetation dynamics and is used to determine the productivity of natural and
cultivated ecosystems for each grid cell on the basis of so-called plant and crop functional types.
Based on the regional production levels, a set of allocation rules in IMAGE determine the actual land
cover. The rules allocate agricultural production to cells with high yield, close to existing agriculture
area and close to water. The emissions projections based on the energy and agriculture projections
are used to derive changes in concentrations of greenhouse gases, ozone precursors and species
involved in aerosol formation on a global scale. Climate change is calculated as global mean
temperature change using a slightly adapted version of the MAGICC 6.0 climate model
(Meinshausen, Raper, and Wigley 2011). The model accounts for several feedback mechanisms
between climate change and dynamics in the energy, land and vegetation systems.
More information: https://models.pbl.nl/image

MESSAGEix-GLOBIOM (IIASA)
The IIASA IAM framework consists of a combination of five different models or modules - the energy
model MESSAGE, the land use model GLOBIOM, the air pollution and GHG model GAINS, the
aggregated macro-economic model MACRO and the simple climate model MAGICC - which
complement each other and are specialised in different areas. All models and modules together build
the IIASA IAM framework, referred to as MESSAGE-GLOBIOM historically owing to the fact that the
energy model MESSAGE and the land use model GLOBIOM are its central components. The five
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models provide input to and iterate between each other during a typical scenario development cycle.
Below is a brief overview of how the models interact with each other.
Recently, the scientific software structure underlying the global MESSAGE-GLOBIOM model is
revamped and called the MESSAGEix framework (Huppmann et al. 2019), an open-source, versatile
implementation of a linear optimisation problem, with the option of coupling to the computable
general equilibrium (CGE) model MACRO to incorporate the effect of price changes on economic
activity and demand for commodities and resources. The new framework is integrated with the ix
modeling platform (ixmp), a “data warehouse” for version control of reference timeseries, input data
and model results. ixmp provides interfaces to the scientific programming languages Python and R
for efficient, scripted workflows for data processing and visualisation of results. The IIASA IAM fleet
based on this newer framework is named as MESSAGEix-GLOBIOM.
The name “MESSAGE" itself refers to the core of the IIASA IAM framework and its main task is to
optimise the energy system so that it can satisfy specified energy demands at the lowest costs
(Huppmann et al. 2019). MESSAGE carries out this optimisation in an iterative setup with MACRO, a
single sector macro-economic model, which provides estimates of the macro-economic demand
response that results from energy system and services costs computed by MESSAGE. The models run
on a 11-region global disaggregation. For the six commercial end-use demand categories depicted in
MESSAGE, based on demand prices MACRO will adjust useful energy demands, until the two models
have reached equilibrium. This iteration reflects price-induced energy efficiency adjustments that can
occur when energy prices change.
GLOBIOM provides MESSAGE with information on land use and its implications, including the
availability and cost of bioenergy, and availability and cost of emission mitigation in the AFOLU
(Agriculture, Forestry and Other Land Use) sector. To reduce computational costs, MESSAGE
iteratively queries a GLOBIOM emulator which provides an approximation of land-use outcomes
during the optimisation process instead of requiring the GLOBIOM model to be rerun iteratively. Only
once the iteration between MESSAGE and MACRO has converged, the resulting bioenergy demands
along with corresponding carbon prices are used for a concluding analysis with the full-fledged
GLOBIOM model. This ensures full consistency of the results from MESSAGE and GLOBIOM, and also
allows producing a more extensive set of land-use related indicators, including spatially explicit
information on land use.
Air pollution implications of the energy system are accounted for in MESSAGE by applying
technology-specific air pollution coefficients derived from the GAINS model. This approach has been
applied to the SSP process (Rao et al. 2017). Alternatively, GAINS can be run ex-post based on
MESSAGEix-GLOBIOM scenarios to estimate air pollution emissions, concentrations and the related
health impacts. This approach allows analysing different air pollution policy packages (e.g., current
legislation, maximum feasible reduction), including the estimation of costs for air pollution control
measures. Examples for applying this way of linking MESSAGEix-GLOBIOM and GAINS can be found in
(McCollum et al. 2018) and (Grubler et al. 2018).
In general, cumulative global carbon emissions from all sectors are constrained at different levels,
with equivalent pricing applied to other GHGs, to reach the desired radiative forcing levels. The
climate constraints are thus taken up in the coupled MESSAGE-GLOBIOM optimisation, and the
resulting carbon price is fed back to the full-fledged GLOBIOM model for full consistency. Finally, the
combined results for land use, energy, and industrial emissions from MESSAGE and GLOBIOM are
merged and fed into MAGICC, a global carbon-cycle and climate model, which then provides
estimates of the climate implications in terms of atmospheric concentrations, radiative forcing, and
global-mean temperature increase. Importantly, climate impacts and impacts of the carbon cycle are
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– depending on the specific application – currently only partly accounted for in the IIASA IAM
framework. The entire framework is linked to an online database infrastructure which allows
straightforward visualisation, analysis, comparison and dissemination of results (Riahi et al. 2017).
A reference card description of this model can be found as section 2.SM.2.15 in (Forster et al. 2018).
A comprehensive documentation of the model is available at this URLs:
https://message.iiasa.ac.at/projects/global/en/latest/overview/index.html
https://www.iamcdocumentation.eu/index.php/Model_Documentation_-_MESSAGE-GLOBIOM
The source code of the model is open-source and available at this URL:
https://github.com/iiasa/message_ix
POLES (JRC)
The Prospective Outlook on Long-term Energy System model hosted by the European Commission’s
Joint Research Centre is a global energy-economy partial equilibrium simulation model. It uses dynamic
year-by-year recursive modelling from a base year of 2015, with endogenous international energy
prices and lagged adjustments of supply and demand by world region. The model covers 39 regions
worldwide (G20, OECD, principal energy consumers) plus the EU, and more than 80 countries and
regions for fossil fuel supply. It includes 15 fuel supply branches, 30 technologies in power production,
6 sectors in transformation, 15 final demand sectors and corresponding greenhouse gas emissions.
GDP and population are exogenous inputs of the model, while endogenous resource prices,
endogenous global technological progress in electricity generation technologies and price induced
lagged adjustments of energy supply and demand are important features of the model. Investments
in the model take into account country and sector specificities, and evolve according to technologies
learning curves. They are part of the calculation of fuels and technologies market shares. POLES
enables the analysis of the impacts of energy and climate policies, through the comparison of scenarios
concerning possible future developments of world energy consumption and corresponding GHG
emissions under different assumed policy frameworks. Policies that can be assessed include energy
efficiency, support to renewables, energy taxation/subsidy, technology push or prohibition, access to
energy resources, etc.
Mitigation policies are implemented by introducing carbon prices up to the level where emission
reduction targets are met: carbon prices affect the average energy prices, inducing energy efficiency
responses on the demand side, and the relative prices of different fuels and technologies, leading to
adjustments on both the demand side (e.g. fuel switch) and the supply side (e.g. investments in
renewables). Non-CO2 emissions in energy and industry are endogenously modelled with potentials
derived from literature (marginal abatement cost curves). Projections for agriculture, LULUCF
emissions and food indicators are derived from the GLOBIOM model (dynamic look-up of emissions
depending on climate policy and biomass-energy use), calibrated on historical emissions and food
demand (from UNFCCC, EDGAR and FAO).
Further information about this model can be found:



On the European Commission website: http://ec.europa.eu/jrc/poles
On the IAMC wiki: https://www.iamcdocumentation.eu/index.php/Model_Documentation_POLES
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REMIND-MAgPIE (PIK)
The Regional Model of Investment and Development hosted by PIK is an energy-economy general
equilibrium model which links a macro-economic growth model with a bottom-up engineering-based
energy system model. It covers twelve world regions, differentiates between various energy carriers
and technologies and represents the dynamics of economic growth and international trade. It is an
inter-temporal optimization model, solving for the perfect-foresight equilibrium of the global
economy between the years 2005-2100, with flexible time steps. The default time step is 5 years
from 2005 (base year) to 2060, then 10-year time-steps out to 2100.
The model treats energy as a factor input, with different final energy types contributing to GDP
calculations in a nested CES production function. The model also accounts for crucial drivers of
energy system inertia and path dependencies by representing full capacity vintage structure,
technological learning of emergent new technologies, as well as adjustment costs for rapidly
expanding technologies. The emissions of greenhouse gases (GHGs) and air pollutants are largely
represented by source and linked to activities in the energy-economic system. Several energy sector
policies are represented explicitly, including energy-sector fuel taxes and consumer subsidies. The
model also represents trade in energy resources.
Land-use analysis in the REMIND model comes from reduced-form approaches to represent and
account for the inter-linkages between the energy, agricultural, and land-use sectors. These are
derived from a soft-linked land-use model, MAgPIE. The soft-link between REMIND and MAgPIE
focuses in the interactions between bioenergy supply and demand, and land-use emissions and GHG
prices, as well as the changes in these engendered by changing land-use (Klein et al. 2013). The
models run iteratively until the markets for bioenergy and emission mitigation across the energy and
land-use sectors are in equilibrium.
More information about the REMIND-MAgPIE model is available:





On the IAMC wiki: https://www.iamcdocumentation.eu/index.php/Model_Documentation__REMIND
on its dedicated documentation sites: https://rse.pik-potsdam.de/doc/remind/2.1.0/ and
https://www.pik-potsdam.de/en/institute/departments/transformationpathways/models/remind
on GitHub: https://github.com/remindmodel/remind

TIAM-ECN (TNO)
TIAM-ECN is the TIMES Integrated Assessment Model (TIAM) of the Energy Transition department of
TNO (formerly the Energy research Centre of the Netherlands, ECN) used for long-term energy
systems and climate policy analysis. As TIMES model it is developed and maintained in the context of
the Energy Technology Systems Analysis Program (ETSAP) of the International Energy Agency (IEA).
TIAM-ECN analysis consists of running multiple scenarios that are compared and assessed under
varying sets of input parameter assumptions.
TIAM-ECN has a global scope with a world energy system disaggregated in 36 distinct regions. It is a
linear optimisation model, based on energy system cost minimisation with perfect foresight until
2100. It simulates the development of the global energy economy over time from resource extraction
to final energy use. The objective function is represented by the discounted total energy system costs
summed over all time periods and across all regions. The main cost components aggregated in the
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objective function are the investment costs and fixed plus variable operation and maintenance costs
for various energy supply and demand options, including emission reduction measures. TIAM-ECN is
based on a partial equilibrium approach with exogenous demands for energy services. These
services, however, can respond to changes in their respective prices through end-use price
elasticities. Hence, savings in energy demand and corresponding overall energy system cost
variations are accounted for in the model. TIAM-ECN is operated with a comprehensive technology
database that contains many possible fuel transformation and energy supply pathways, and
encompasses technologies based on fossil, nuclear and renewable energy resources. Both currently
applied technologies and future applicable advanced technologies, such as ultra-supercritical fossilfuelled power plants, hydrogen technologies, a broad variety of renewable energy options, and
carbon dioxide capture and storage (CCS) techniques in power plants and industrial applications, are
available in the model’s technology portfolio.
Since TIAM-ECN is an energy system model, it allows for analysing GHG (carbon dioxide (CO2),
methane (CH4) and nitrous oxide (N2O)) reduction pathways over the entire energy supply chain up
to end-use energy demand. Horizontal and vertical interdependencies and substitution effects of
energy supply are thereby accounted for. For instance, the use of hydrogen in the transport sector as
climate change mitigation measure depends, evidently, on the availability and price of hydrogen
(vertical dimension). The nature and deployment scale of hydrogen production technology in
industry has a significant impact on the supply costs of hydrogen, notably for the transport sector
(horizontal dimension). Besides this integrated systems approach, TIAM-ECN features details of
energy extraction, conversion and demand, such as available fossil and renewable energy resources,
potentials for storage of CO2, and region-specific (energy) demand developments. Region- and
sector-specific demands for end-use energy and industrial products are driven by socio-economic
parameters.
Further information about this model can be found in previous papers (van der Zwaan et al. 2018;
Kober, Van Der Zwaan, and Rösler 2014).

WITCH (EIEE)
WITCH (World Induced Technical Change Hybrid) is an integrated assessment model designed to
assess climate change mitigation and adaptation policies. It is developed and maintained at the RFFCMCC European Institute on Economics and the Environment. It is a global integrated assessment
model with two main distinguishing features: a regional game-theoretic setup, and an endogenous
treatment of technological innovation for energy conservation and decarbonisation. A top-down
inter-temporal Ramsey-type optimal growth model is hard linked with a representation of the energy
sector described in a bottom-up fashion, hence the hybrid denomination. The regional and
intertemporal dimensions of the model make it possible to differentiate and assess the optimal
response to several climate and energy policies across regions and over time. The non-cooperative
nature of international relationships is explicitly accounted for via an iterative algorithm which yields
the open-loop Nash equilibrium between the simultaneous activity of a set of representative regions.
Regional strategic actions interrelate through GHG emissions, dependence on exhaustible natural
resources, trade of fossil fuels and carbon permits, and technological R&D spill overs. R&D
investments are directed towards either energy efficiency improvements or development of carbonfree breakthrough technologies. Such innovation cumulates over time and spills across countries in
the form of knowledge stocks and flows.
The competition for land use between agriculture, forestry, and bioenergy, which are the mainlandbased production sectors, is described through a soft link with a land use and forestry model
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(GLOBIOM, Global Biosphere Management Model, see (Havlík et al., 2014)). A climate model
(MAGICC) is used to compute climate variables from GHG emission levels and an air pollution model
(FASST) is linked to compute air pollutant concentrations. While for this exercise WITCH is used for
cost-effective mitigation analysis, the model supports climate feedback on the economy to
determine the optimal adaptation strategy, accounting for both proactive and reactive adaptation
expenditures. WITCH represents the world in a set of a varying number of macro regions – for the
present study, the version with 13 representative native regions has been used; for each, it generates
the optimal mitigation strategy for the long-term (from 2005 to 2100) as a response to 60 external
constraints on emissions. A model description is available in (Bosetti et al. 2006), and (Emmerling et
al. 2016), and a full documentation can be found at http://doc.witchmodel.org.
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